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It is the festival time and we are all facing employee absenteeism leading to a
loss of production. Despite being a manufacturing industry, our industry absorbs
a large volume of untrained, and therefore under motivated, workforce. I wish to
offer four tips to make a difference:
Trust thy employee If you let them know that you trust and depend on them,
they will fill those shoes sooner than you think. A vote of confidence can go a long
way. Let them know you trust them to do the best job possible and they will rarely
disappoint you.
Offer a purpose to profession We are able to motivate our employees by giving
them a purpose. When we accomplish that, they understand the vision better and
are able to execute more strongly. In addition, by understanding their purpose and
the purpose of the business, an employee is better able to understand how they fit
into the big picture.
Transparency makes you strong, not vulnerable Be very open with employees
about what’s happening at the highest level so there are no surprises and everyone has a chance to ask questions and give feedback. We want employees to feel
included in big decisions and committed to the direction our company takes. This
has helped to sustain motivation and increased company loyalty and pride.
Set small goals for big vision We all have lofty ambitions, but setting up smaller
goals along the way keeps employees motivated. Rather than committing for a 10
cr turnover this year, focus on getting one new customer each month – something
that will get us to that larger goal. They will see that your goals are realistic and
everyone starts working as the smaller goals seem achievable.
BMPA is working towards conducting the annual general meeting and the
fellowship gala of High Point 2016 on September 30. Please keep that date free
and light!
After the two successful Knowledge Sharing Workshops about costing by Uday
Dhote in July and about laminating films by Pradeep Masalkar, Cosmo Films in
August, MMS will bring you the third Workshop about colour management in
September. MMS Secretariat will share the details soon.
The Seekho aur Samjho session about ‘grain direction and its importance in commercial and package printing’ was cancelled in August due to heavy rainfall in
Mumbai; it will be conducted on September 3, at 1500 hrs at GIPT, Mumbai.
At the Share-to-Benefit forum BMPA has inducted four new young-turks – Pratik
Shah, Prithviraj Desai, Rahul Jain and Vishwamdev Bhotica.

Consultant - Shripad Kulkarni (Ascharya Creative Communications)

This year, we celebrated 70th independence day. Here is a thought from Mahatma
Gandhi’s works. Let us not just read but believe in it too: “You must not lose faith
in humanity. Humanity is an ocean; if a few drops of the ocean are dirty, the ocean
does not become dirty.”

www.bmpa.org

Best wishes,

Editor - Uday Dhote
Copy Editor - Prashant Shah

Design: Dhote Offset Technokrafts Pvt. Ltd.
Tel.: +91 22 42389898 email: info@dhoteoffset.net
Cover: Printed on 210 gsm Matte Art Card
Inside pages: Printed on 100 gsm Matt Art Paper

Faheem Agboatwala

Tushar Dhote
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Views expressed by the contributors are their personal and not necessarily
that of The Bombay Master Printers’ Association and Mumbai Mudrak Sangh.
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by improvements in income from continuing
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The latest update of the popular pdf Toolbox extends functionalities to make it a more
comprehensive and robust pre-press tool.
Callas software, the market leader in automated portable
document format (PDF) quality control and archival solutions,
recently released a major update for its pdfToolbox product line:
pdfToolbox 9. The new version enhances the power of variables
and integrates entirely new technologies for the large format
printing, label and packaging markets. Also, it has support for
colour exchange format (CxF) colour data in PDF and integrates
usability improvements for zooming and wireframe viewing.
Dietrich von Seggern, MD of callas software said, “pdfToolbox
has earned its credit in the most demanding preflight and
correction phases of workflows. However, in the past few years,
it is increasingly used as a job preparation tool, a full pre-press
in-a-box. With pdfToolbox 9 its functionality is extended towards
the different finishing operations that are necessary to prepare a
PDF before it heads to a raster image processor (RIP).”

Feature-rich finishing for large format
Large format printers often work with many different product
types, ranging from picture prints, banners, signs, flags to huge
jobs such as billboards. Those different product types usually
require different job finishing operations.
pdfToolbox Desktop 9 now features a dedicated large format
print section exactly for this. White space and bleed can be
added to the PDF file, additional finishing layers such as opaque
white or varnish
inks can be added
to the whole file or
Better support for spot
only in certain areas,
colours in PDF with
grommet marks
CxF-based workflows
can be distributed
While PDF files contain enough
around the trim box
information about spot colours
and for large jobs,
to show a good screen preview,
more complex operations such as
tiling (the creation
correct colour proofing or accurately
of a number of
converting spot colours to CMYK are
smaller, printable
more challenging. By storing CxF data
pieces) is supported
in the PDF file, much better results can
as well. With
be obtained. pdfToolbox 9 identifies
pdfToolbox Server,
whether a file contains CxF data, it
all
these tasks can
can display its contents and allows
be automated. Being
for checking for the presence of CxF
information during preflight. It is also
able to perform
possible to check whether the CxF
these tasks before
information works for the spot colours
the RIP, offloads the
in the PDF file. Additionally, CxF data
printer operator to
can be embedded in PDF as well.
deal with it at the

last minute.
For customers
integrating
pdfToolbox
technology
with their
website
makes it
incredibly
easy to
include final
production
and finishing views of the job into an online approval workflow.

A more fine-tuned tool
PDF files that match the right output standard are not always
ready for production. They might be missing an undercover
white, a varnish or a die-line. Often these elements need to
be manually added by a pre-press operator. The new shapes
feature of the latest update allows to detect vector or bitmap
elements and turn
them into separate
Viewer improvements
‘shapes’. Those
shapes can be
For customers working with
painted with an
pdfToolbox Desktop, being able to
extra ink, or traced
view the content of PDF documents
accurately and examine their
with a line, or used
structure is important. For this
as a clipping mask.
reason, pdfToolbox 9 implements a
For further inquiries
better zooming function and allows
regarding availability,
to show files in wireframe mode.
price, options or
Filtering out different object types
return on investment,
is built in; this allows you to hide
images and see if there are any
please contact
objects behind them for example.
sales@fourpees.com.
A fully functional
time-limited trial
version can be
downloaded from
www.callassoftware.com.

Scan the QR Code to watch the
webinar to know the latest features of
pdfToolbox 9.
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RICOH

WIDENS THE SPECTRUM
Ricoh has been in the news with new product launches and an innovative
project with a civil society organisation working for children.

Ricoh India Ltd. announced the upgraded
version of Pro L4100 printer series. The
new roll-to-roll large format printer is
launched with Ricoh’s aqueous resin (AR)
latex ink with support for seven colours
in various configurations and two width
options of 130cm (53 inches) and 160cm
(63 inches).

An affordable signage printer
The Pro L4100 series is ideal for printing
large signage, billboards, banners, flexible
wrap solutions and point-of-sale displays,
due to its superior print quality and colour
matched output. Seven colour printing
– CMYK, orange, green, and white – AR ink enables it to offer
greater colour gamut and ability to print on transparent print
media such as transparency, translucent and textile media. The
printer series deliver high quality because of Ricoh piezo-electric
print heads, which helps to control the rate of ink being ejected
from the nozzle and create smaller drop size of ink which gives
smooth printing compare to the thermal print head.

Environmentally-responsible printing
Better environmental credentials of AR ink make the new models
perfect to be used by the education and medical facilities. The
inks also have minimal volatile organic compounds (VOC)
and odour, eliminating the need for special ventilation. Ink
is delivered in the reusable ink cartridges and eco-friendly
ink packs. It also has the low curing temperature of 60°C ink
that enables both quick drying, for a fast job turnaround, and
the ability to print on many heat-sensitive substrates without
damaging them.
“We have a long and rich heritage in the world of inkjet
technology dating back over 30 years. We foresee a shift of
conventional solvent print-based machine to environmentfriendly latex ink-based machine in this large format printer
market.” A.T. Rajan, MD and CEO of Ricoh India, said, “with this
launch, Ricoh’s legacy in eco-friendly and green products has

Upgraded Ricoh Pro L4100 series set to offer
affordable colour production
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been expanded to large format printer, as it
reduces the environmental impacts of printing
and operates at 25% less power consumption
compared to other mode ls available in the
market.”
Ricoh latex inks offer outdoor durability of up
to three years depending on the media used
and lamination. The new series comes with
high productivity printing of four colours up
to 33.1 m2 per hour with choice of two print
widths at 1361 mm and 1610 mm. These
models are capable of handling wide media
range from PVC to paper to textile and more.

The Ricoh Pro L4160 is available at
19,00,000/- and Pro L4130 is available at 18,00,000/-. Various
accessories and colour management solutions are available from
Ricoh to enhance the production and print quality.

The new AR latex inks have been awarded
Greenguard Gold certification by UL
Environment, in recognition of low chemical
emissions and improvement in the air quality.

Imagining change with children
Ricoh India, along with volunteers of Child Rights and You
(CRY) – India’s premier non-governmental organisation
working for child rights, collaborated for the Viewfinder
Programme. The six-month long programme, executed in
Kolkata and Delhi, involved photography workshops and
outdoor sessions to enable children to express themselves
through photographs. This collaborative programme
enabled 20 children to express themselves by documenting
the world around them and their lives through some
wonderful and moving images. The programme culminated
in the production of Share My World, a photo-book
featuring the works produced by children participating in
the programme.
According to Puja Marwaha, CEO of CRY, “It was all about
nurturing the storyteller within the children – a talented
one who can turn the monochrome mundane reality into a
magical expression of imagination.” Speaking at the book
launch, A.T. Rajan, MD and CEO, Ricoh India, said, “The
programme is an endeavour by Ricoh to nurture talent and
enable a sense of purpose for the next generation. We are
glad to witness self-worth and aspiration among these
children.:” She further added, “the Viewfinder Programme
will be extended to Mumbai and Bangalore, in addition to
Delhi and Kolkata, reaching to over 80 children.”
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FROM WRITTEN OFF TO PROFITABILITY

In the recent quarterly financial reporting, Kodak has announced its return to profitability driven
by improvements in income from continuing operations.

Eastman Kodak Company (Kodak) reported financial results for
the second quarter ended June 30, 2016, delivering a return to
profitability based primarily on an increase in generally accepted
accounting principles (GAAP) income from continuing operations.
Better bottom line
,“While overall revenues declined, the company showed growth
in Sonora Plates, FLEXCEL NX Systems and motion picture film
businesses,” said Jeff Clarke,
CEO at Kodak. Company’s
net income improved by
UDS31 million year over
year to US$8 million for
the second quarter. The
company’s cash balance
was unchanged at the end
of the quarter, compared
with a decrease in cash of
US$33 million in the same
period a year ago. For the six months ended June 30, 2016, cash
used in operations improved by US$74 million compared with
the prior-year period. “Kodak demonstrated improvement in
cash flow and overall balance sheet in the second quarter,” said
David Bullwinkle, CFO at Kodak, “we continue to be committed
to generating cash in 2016.”
Print products strengthen the results
Print Systems Division, Kodak’s largest division, had second
quarter revenues of US$258 million, a 9% decline compared
to 2015. However, operational EBITDA for the quarter was up
US$2 million or 10% from the same period a year ago. On a
constant currency basis, Operational EBITDA improved by 15%.
For the quarter, Sonora Plate volume increased by approximately
8%. PSD’s Electrophotographic Printing Solutions (EPS) business
showed comparable profitability to the prior-year period due to
productivity and cost improvements, even with the anticipated
slowdown in unit installations as customers paused to evaluate
new products introduced at Drupa 2016.
The Prosper business continued strong performance in the
second quarter. For the half year, Prosper results improved from
a loss of US$25 million to a loss of US$16 million, including a
US$3 million investment related to Drupa 2016, and Prosper
EBITDA improved by US$8 million year-over-year.

Why does it matter for us?
A stronger parent company will mean a greater financial stability
and support for India operations too. Kodaks’ improved financial
performance and return to profitability, therefore, is good news
for the print industry customers from India.
Box: Finalcial Report Highlights
GAAP net income was US$8 million for the quarter ended June
30, 2016, an improvement of US$31 million over the same
period a year ago. Income from continuing operations was
US$16 million for the quarter, a US$31 million improvement
over the prior year.
The company ended the quarter with a cash balance of US$513
million, equal to the cash balance at the end of the first quarter
of 2016. In the same period a year ago, the cash balance
declined by US$33 million.
Revenues for the second quarter were US$397 million,
compared with revenues of US$434 million in the same period
last year, a reduction of US$37 million, or 9%.
Operating expenses (SG&A and R&D expenses) on a GAAP basis
were US$60 million for the second quarter, a 14% reduction
compared to the prior-year second quarter.
Operational EBITDA for the second quarter of 2016 was US$34
million, flat with the second quarter of 2015. On a constant
currency basis, Operational EBITDA improved by US$3 million
year over year for the quarter.
The company reiterated 2016 revenues guidance of US$1.5
billion to US$1.7 billion and Operational EBITDA guidance of
US$135 million to US$150 million.
During the quarter, the company had a major presence at the
drupa print industry trade show, introducing more than 20 new
products and technologies and exceeding sales targets.
The company remains committed to completing the sale of
the Prosper business, which is presented within discontinued
operations. Kodak continues to make significant investments in
the business, which grew its year-over-year annuity revenue by
35% in the second quarter.

Scan the QR code to read
the complete press release by Kodak.
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IS CREATING THE
Of late, Canon, the imaging market leader has successfully been in the news for all the right reasons and
innovative business and social collaborations. Read on to know more...
Canon India (Canon) is known for its leadership in the imaging
sector, with its class-leading and a wide-range of imaging
products targeting consumer, professional and commercial
market. The company is also known for its innovative initiatives
in the fields of sustainability and supporting a range of social
causes.

caring home for children. Their support will help put smiles on
the faces of our children, and add value to their growth and
development.” Canon is further set to introduce vocational and
skill development training under its flagship CSR initiative Adopt
a Village, with the launch in September this year from Ferozepur
in Haryana.

Canon’s corporate philanthropy philosophy revolves around four
‘e’ – education, eye care, environment and empowerment. “We
are deeply involved in meaningful, welfare driven initiatives that
impact lives and make people future ready. Canon has devoted
its resources towards education, eye care and environment. Now
we are proud to be expanding our social trajectory with the
empowerment of children and youth in the country through our
most recent initiatives,” explained Kazutada Kobayashi, president
and CEO of Canon India.

Apparently, Canon’s corporate social responsibility focus is
supporting the education and empowerment of children and
youth through these two initiatives; notably, one of them –
Support a Life Campaign – is voluntarily and firmly backed by the
company’s employees.

Campaign for children
This Independence Day, as India celebrated its 70th year of
Independence, Canon and SOS Children’s Village launched
Support a Life Campaign to support education and overall
development of children in these Villages. The first phase of
the campaign commenced with a painting competition for the
children at an SOS Village in Faridabad,
Haryana. As part of the initiative, Canon
employees have adopted 187 children
across SOS Children’s Village in the country
to take responsibility for their well-being.
The campaign pushes the envelope of
Canon’s corporate philosophy of ‘kyosei’ –
meaning, ‘living and working together for
the common good’.

Aiming for holistic development
SOS Children’s Villages focus on bringing
up children in a secure and healthy
home, ensuring holistic development by
providing them with the love and care
of a ‘mother’ – an SOS caretaker, and a
family of brothers and sisters – in fellow
children living at the facility. Anuja Bansal,
secretary general, SOS Children’s Villages
India, shared, “meaningful partnerships
with like-minded corporates like Canon,
encourage us to continue working towards
our goal of providing a holistic and
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Subrangshu Kumar Das appointed as head of ISDC
In July, Canon India announced the appointment of Subrangshu
Kumar Das as senior director and head of India Systems
Development Centre (ISDC). Set up in Bangalore in 1999, ISDC
is one of the overseas research and development (R&D) centres
of Canon Inc. that works in close collaboration with other R&D
global centres on product development and training. ISDC is
a vital part of Canon’s future research and development. Its
fundamental activity is to generate & protect innovative ideas

E RIGHT NEWS
by filing patents along with regular R&D work. Indian R&D
engineers continually contribute to add value to growing
the patent portfolio of Canon as a whole. With a deep
passion for technology, Mr Das wishes to develop ISDC into
a world-class R&D centre for Canon, providing best-in-class
solutions in imaging, infrastructure IP, embedded operating
systems and middleware technologies for Canon products.
Canon commits category sponsorship for PrintWeek
India Awards 2016
Canon India in enabling children to express themselves
through photographs to three quality categories – digital
printer of the year, digital photo album printer of the year
and wide-format printer of the year – in the PrintWeek
India Awards 2016. Canon was the title and categories
sponsor during the inaugural edition of PrintWeek India
Awards and continued until 2012. Puneet Datta, director,
marketing and sales, Canon India, said, “for us, PrintWeek
in India is at the heart of print, so we are a partner in
arms with the right brand and surrounded by the best
printers including those who create unique and impressive
print applications.” He added, “the 150 print firms who
participate at the Awards
account for a sizeable influencing
section of the print ecosystem.
Like the team at Canon, they
believe in dominant growth, and
business boom, and latest print
applications – such as looking
at the new possibilities and
opportunities in digital print,
with superior image quality and
greater flexibility with paper
stocks and finishing options. All
the things Canon believes in!”

OPPORTUNITY TO BE A WELL-TRAINED
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Hauchler Studio is accepting applications for its globally
acclaimed vocational training programme –
Print International. Know more about it.
Printing is a science that is artistically practised by all printprofessionals. The complex nature of the printing process and
ever evolving print technology makes it necessary for the
persons entering the industry to have vocational training to
begin their career. A mid-career training can most certainly
upgrade your skills and knowledge to give a boost to your career.

World-wide well-known since the 1970s
With more than 12500 graduates, including over 100 students
from Asian, Arab, Middle and South American, and African
countries, Hauchler Studio plays an important role as a
pacesetter in basic and advanced training. The primary focus in
Studio is the twin concept of education export and technological
transfer. The Studio considers its graduates as ‘multiplicators’
as they transfer knowledge and skills for the benefit of their
companies or schools as well as to further their career.

Pragmatic studies with state-of-the-arttechnology
Print International programme at Hauchler Studio is
oriented at the technological development in print and
media, and is offered in English language for the benefit of
international students and companies. Various courses in the
Print International programme are designed for students with
some working experience, skilled workers up to engineers and
managers. For example, Print Total – Offset Operating course,
conducted under the Print International programme, combines
offset printing, plate-making and quality management with
prepress and multimedia, printing and finishing technology as
well as basics in printing management.
The courses – from 3-months to half-year diploma programmes
are delivered by specialist teachers to small training groups
at the state-of-the-art workshops spread over 1400 sq. m
at Hauchler Studio. Each training group is limited to five to
10 participants each to facilitate better internation between
teachers and students. Excursions and plant visits give
insight into German print and media industry and machine
manufacturers.
To apply for the courses one must be able to speak and write
English fluently. Basic knowledge in printing or prepress/
multimedia is an advantage, but not mandatory.

The first phase of the campaign
commenced with a painting
competition for the children at an
SOS Village in Faridabad, Haryana.

For further information please contact info@hauchler.de or visit
http://www.hauchler.de/print-international.php.
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A SUCCESSFUL PACKAGING
PackPlus 2016 received great response from exhibitors and visitors alike,
underlining the growing significance of this trade show.
Knowledge exchange
opportunity
International Packaging
Conclave about print
optimisation and colour
management for flexible
packaging was organised on
the third day of the exhibition.
More than 20 experts from the
industry came together for this
one-day conclave participated
by approximately 200
delegates, including brand
owners, package converters,
packaging technologists,
procurement professionals,
print specialists, quality
assurance managers, prepress
and media professionals,
designers, and material and
equipment suppliers.

Print-Packaging Private Limited, the publishers of PrintPackaging.com, has been organising PackPlus trade show
for the past nine years. This year, the trade show received
overwhelming response from exhibitors and visitors alike.

A grand success
Over 325 exhibitors, comprising global and domestic giants
along with start-ups successfully generated interest for every
visitor with more than 200 running machines demonstrating
different applications, innovations and product launches. The
Automation Industry Association’s (AIA) knowledge pavilion
proved to be a show-stopper with its thematic presentation
of Package 4.0. Over the four days of exhibition, despite the
incessant rains, more than 17,000 unique visitors attended
PackPlus 2016.
Leading players in all the traditional segments reported strong
enquiries and deals. Ishida India, Nichrome, Bosch, Hayssen
Flexible Systems, Uflex Limited, Hilda Automation, Parle Agro
and many other exhibitors received unprecedented response,
including converting many enquiries into sales deals. “We have
seen PackPlus receiving growing response from exhibitors and
visitors for the past nine years,” said, Sofiya Sheikh from Hilda
Automation. She added, “we are already looking forward to
PackPlus 2017, and more opportunities.”
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“The show has been growing
by 30% year-on-year, since our return to Pragati Maidan in 2014.
We expect the trend to continue next year.” said Neetu Arora,
director of Print-Packaging.com while talking about PackPlus
2017. The exhibition will be held between August 3 and 6 next
year at Pragati Maidan in New Delhi.

A wide range of exhibit-products at
PackPlus 2016
•

Packaging machines, materials and equipment

•

Coding and marking solutions

•

Flexo, gravure, offset and screen printing presses

•

Label printing equipment

•

Corrugated box-making machinery

•

Paper, film, foil, inks and other consumables

•

Food production and processing equipment

•

Pharmaceutical and para-pharmaceutical product process

•

Barcodes and RFID

•

Rigid and flexible packaging

•

Flexible intermediate container

•

Woven, sacks and other bulk packaging solutions

•

End-of-line packaging solutions

•

Supply chain, logistics and material handling

24+06%8//(7,1
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PRODUCTION Print
is Chan
Changing demographics and greater volumes of information is forcing production
printers to outsource, says the new Smithers Pira report.

Changing demographics and the need for greater volumes of
information are key drivers of growing page numbers and value
in the production printing market, according to exclusive market
data from Smithers Pira. The Future of Production Printing to 2021:
Toner vs Inkjet recognises the biggest segment of production
printing as the financial sector, followed by utilities, and then
the governmental and public sector applications. The splits vary
considerably between different countries and regions, but globally
there are not major changes in the relative shares across the period.
Author of The Future of Production Printing to 2021: Toner vs
Inkjet, Sean Smyth said, “Originally, production print was handled
by the service provider from dedicated in-plant print shops. As
the technology improved, these sites bought new equipment and
developed their own workflows, specialised to their particular
customer base. Often the printing equipment is under-utilised
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and run inefficiently. A major trend is the growth of outsourced
production printing. Many service providers choose to outsource
printing, transferring their print facility to an outsourcer in return for
a medium- to long-term supply contract. The outsourcer can often
increase efficiency and equipment utilisation by adding work into
the facility and gaining postal savings through higher volumes.”

Insights into a complex market
Production printing covers a range of print applications, where
specific information held on a computer by an organisation is
digitally printed and sent to an individual or another organisation.
The conflicting market drivers of requirement to communicate
with customers across multiple channels, greater amounts of
information, changing demographics with more households and
greater urbanisation, rising print and postal costs and greater

nting
anging

DOMINANCE OF eDOCUMENTS
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eDocuments are set to dominate personal ID market, with
90% of the global market by 2021. It offers new integrated
design opportunities.

Evolving print-world order
North America is currently the biggest market for production
printing in terms of volume and value. By 2021 their print
volumes will fall to around 30%, placing them behind Asia,
but their market value will still be stronger than Asia’s with a
total value share equating to 35%.
environmental awareness are combining to produce a
complex market. There are more transactions, with more
households and end users pushing demand. Production
efficiencies allow mail savings, but many end users prefer
to receive non-printed items.

The Future of Production Printing to 2021:
Toner vs Inkjet market data has been
developed from the extensive database, with
primary research sources and discussions
with leading players across the supply chain.
Smithers Pira uses primary research, together
with cross-checking against secondary
sources. Primary research included structured
surveys and follow-up interviews with
leading players in the toner and inkjet value
chain, including selective end users.
Secondary research consisted of multiple
sources such as financial reports of publicly
held companies participating in the industry,
internet websites of key industry supplies,
proceedings of industry conferences and
publications, including press announcements,
and presentations to financial analysts.

The global market for production print
totalled USD13.8 billion in 2015, with 308.2
billion A4 prints. Photo: Davidmorgans

In the past 20 years physical identification (ID) documents
have gained electronic capabilities through incorporation of
an integrated circuit (IC) chip (eDocument), and more recently
mobile devices have emerged as the electronic-only carrier of
personal ID (mDocument), with biometrics as identifier and
cryptography applied to respect privacy. These point to a
decreased need for physical identification documents and their
security print features.

A change and a design opportunity
There is still a need to protect ID documents from counterfeiting,
alteration or theft. The latest trend is integrated design, which
has delivered more engaging themes and creative use of
security features than in past designs. The anticipated result
is that the public will become more aware of security features
and an active participant in authenticating documents – which
raises the barrier for counterfeiters. Integrated design will also
protect electronic elements – antennas and integrated circuits.
In 2016, Asia represents more than 60% of the global market
for personal ID. Any large-scale initiative in this region as
a whole disproportionally affects market assessments and
forecasts. For example if China’s one-child policy becomes more
relaxed, this will have a long-term positive effect on the number
of national IDs within this region – increasing their global
market share.
A recent Smithers Pira report The Future of Personal ID 2021
aims to strike a balance between the exciting digital and mobile
future, and the issues that still need to be addressed today
to ascertain trustworthy documents and identification for all
citizens. “Standards, industry associations, and legislation
continue to set the tone for an interoperable and trusted
ecosystem that fosters innovation and control of the physical
and digital identity space. This is partly down to the growing
problem of cybercrime and data breaches, calling for the need
of protection of privacy against a backdrop of the unbridled
spread and accessibility of personal identification data,” said,
Rude Lion, author of the report.
The Future of Personal ID 2021 examines the world of physical
and digital identity. It covers a wide range of technology
categories and identifies cutting-edge developments that
determine the future direction of identification. It analyses the
market size of physical credentials and the components they
are made of in nine end-use markets across eight regions of the
world. The report further explores the dimensions and drivers of
digital identity, and their possible ramifications for the next five
years.
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Know your marketplace with crisp
short renis in this subsection.

Parksons Packaging orders two latest generation
Speedmaster CX102
India’s leading packaging printer, Parksons has invested in
productivity and automation solutions from Heidelberg to fuel
growth. The company has invested in a total of five presses from
this series in the last two years. Parksons management believes
that the customer benefits offered by the complete package of
machines, services, and consumables by Heidelberg are a safe
investment.
Parksons ordered two of the latest generation Speedmaster
CX102 presses at Drupa 2016. The company has developed
a strong partnership with Heidelberg since its establishment
in 1996, and has installed numerous Heidelberg presses over
the years. “Two years ago we were looking around for a press
capable of producing the increasingly short runs in packaging
printing quickly and economically, and decided on the purchase
after a long search,” explained Ramesh Kejriwal, founder and
chairperson of Parksons. Parksons’ investment also represents
the biggest order for Heidelberg India at the Drupa trade fair.

Flint Group launches Vantage LED
Flint Group has been at the forefront of the development
of ultraviolet (UV) light emitting diode (LED)-compatible ink
technology, and by launching Vantage LED, the Group commits
to widening the scale of UV technology. The full suite of
products and services of Vantage LED consists of pre-conversion
consulting and training, dedicated LED inks and coatings,
matching pressroom chemicals and blankets, plus full customer
support during and after conversion. At the heart of the system
are EcoLUX LED lamps supplied by Air Motion Systems, the top
provider of UV LED technology to the sheetfed offset industry.
Vantage LED offers reassurance to users of legacy UV methods
and is particularly beneficial for those printers who have had no
exposure to UV curing methods but are keen to take advantage
of the considerable benefits of LED. Flint Group’s technical team
will walk each customer through the process, step-by-step, to
ensure the
full potential
of UV LED
technology
is realised in
every case.
UV LED curing
is taking
off with
commercial
Ramesh Kejriwal (centre), founder and chairperson of
Parksons Packaging Ltd., and his two sons Siddharth (left)
and Chaitanya (right).
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Piyush Goyal, Minister of State with independent charge for Power, Coal, New
and Renewable Energy presented the award to Tetra Pak communications director
Jaideep Gokhale and environment director Pravin Mallick at a ceremony held in
Delhi.

sheetfed printers who want to offer faster turnarounds and
expand the range of substrates they can print on, as well
as existing UV curing printers looking to reduce their energy
consumption and remove heat and ozone from their process.

Golden Peacock to Tetra Pak
The world’s leading packaging and processing solutions provider,
Tetra Pak has been awarded the reputed Golden Peacock
Eco-Innovation Award 2016 for its work in establishing a
sustainable collection and recycling ecosystem for used Tetra Pak
cartons. The award, a global benchmark of corporate excellence,
underlines the company’s responsible waste management and
recycling practices. “We started to see a growing demand in
India for safe and hygienic food packaged in Tetra Pak cartons
from the early 2000s. For this reason, we have been working
ahead of the curve to set up a viable ecosystem to encourage
and build awareness around the recycling of our fully-recyclable
paper-based cartons. We began our journey from scratch
nearly 15 years ago, with virtually no carton collections. Since
then, we have been collaborating with stakeholders across the
value chain – recyclers, waste pickers, NGOs, consumers and
government bodies – to improve the collection and recycling of
our cartons. Today, thanks to that early start, one in every three
Tetra Pak cartons consumed in India is being recycled. Of course,
there is more ground to cover but together with our partners,
we are all set to keep the momentum going,” said Kandarp
Singh, MD-South Asia, Tetra Pak.
Scan the QR code to download and read the case study by Tetra
PakLayFlat binding solution for non-tear media
A worldwide novelty was introduced at Drupa 2016 by
Imaging Solutions in cooperation with Pinnacle Technocrats
and TechNova, both print-finishing companies from India. It
allows the production of LayFlat photo albums with non-tear
media (e.g., for wedding photo books). Until this new finishing
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possibility, double sided prints of non-tear media could only
be processed with perfect binding
systems. Now panoramic layouts
without creasing can be achieved. The
new solution consists of a transparent
tape and a Pinnacle Technocrats centre
taping machine for non-tear media, such
as NovaJet Laser Matte Opaque PET
125 DS (LMO 5505) and NovaJet Laser
Matte Opaque Film 200 DS (LMO 5508),
both certified for HP Indigo.
The Pinnacle centre taping machine
is a specially designed model to join
two single sided prints to form a single
sheet for back-to-back bookbinding. It
processes a unique transparent tape of
15 mm x 25 microns and is equipped
with a built-in automatic system for
cutting tape between two centres taped
mRC-3D in action
sheets. After taping, the sheets can easily
be glued and bound to premium book
blocks with the ISAG fast Book Basic
LayFlat binding system. Particularly for the Indian wedding
photography segment, this innovative and unique solution
offers breathtaking images without image loss or gutter.

Pudhari chooses Q.I. Press Controls for
automation
Pudhari Publications is carrying out an investment programme
to improve automation on its printing presses at its plant in
Kolhapur, Maharashtra. It has chosen Q.I. Press Controls’ (QIPC)
mRC-3D system for full automation on the colour register on
the Manugraph Cityline press with five towers. Led by the
young and dynamic MD Yogesh Jadhav, the growing Marathi
newspaper group has embarked on a long-overdue investment
programme, press automation being one of them, to stay ahead
of the curve.
The innovative mRC-3D system, with its high-speed cameras,
will bring about maximum savings in waste – paper, ink, and
energy, besides improving the quality of the final product, the
speed of production and thereby, the productivity of the plant.
The digital cameras with built-in microprocessors ensure realtime data processing of measurement data. On account of its 3D
function, the mRC-3D scanner can accurately measure printed
micro marks, independently of focal distance and irregularities
in the paper web. Equipped with automation ink mist shield
(AIMS) the system camera lenses are automatically cleaned by
transported film.

Ultra low-cost, eco-friendly solutions
HID Global, a worldwide leader in secure identity solutions,
announced the availability of its latest direct-to-card (DTC)
Fargo® DTC5500LMX identity card printer and encoder
designed to meet the high-volume, card issuance demands of
large government agencies, universities, healthcare facilities
and other large enterprises. The eco-friendly DTC5500LMX’
card personalisation solution includes the waste-free lamination
technology that significantly lowers card issuance costs by
eliminating traditional carrier-film waste, offering 40% savings
in consumable costs, 60% savings in energy consumption and
about 80% savings on production time. These new features
enable organisations to issue secure, durable cards in high
volumes at very efficient costs without sacrificing quality.
The company also announced Fargo HDP5600 that builds
upon its award-winning high definition printing (HDP) solutions
for retail stores, recreation facilities, governments and other
organisations focused on brand image and/or visual security.
Wei Jin Lee, regional director-Asia Pacific, secure issuance, said,
“customers can now leverage a secure and flexible publication
system that is cost-effective, maximises card productivity
and prints with superior text and better image quality for an
enhanced user experience.”
Source:http://print-packagingblog.com

Pudhari staff will receive on-site training from QIPC on how to
use the system.
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THREAD BEARING PAPER AT SAS

Knowing paper and paperboard is essential for a printer. Who’s better than India’s leading paper and paperboard
manufacturer to help us learn about the medium so important for us?

,“Virgin paper and paperboard are, today, made with agroharvested wood. ITC sources its raw material from farmers who
grow the trees our industry needs. It is a cash crop for them,
and a harvested raw material for us." Dr Soumyendru Chatterjee,
the business development manager with ITC's Paperboards and
Specialty Papers Division (PSPD), assured, "unlike popular belief,
we don't cut natural forests to source raw material for making

making process. The duo further detailed various qualities of
paper and paperboard including physical properties, surface
properties and optical properties. Dr Chatterjee, however,
cautioned, "paper and paperboard manufacturers take all due
care to deliver you the quality product. I urge you, however, to
undertake inward quality check and store the stock as per the
specifications set by the manufacturer to make best of your
purchase from the manufacturers."
This SaS became all the more interesting when Dr Chatterjee

paper." Speaker
of the day for
Seekho aur
Samjho (SaS)
session on July
16, started his
presentation
on paper and
paperboard by
busting the myths. The SaS, a joint initiative of BMPA and Print
Week India, was held at the Government Institute of Printing
Technology (GIPT).
Shivakumar, technical manager – west region for ITC and Dr
Chatterjee progressed the session by explaining the paper-

Rescheduled SaS Session
The SaS session on ‘Grain direction and It's
Importance’ by BMPA President Faheem
Agboatwala has been rescheduled to
September 03, 2016 at 1500 hrs. The
registration will start at 1445 hrs. The session
will be conducted at GIPT, Mumbai.
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and Mr Shivakumar answered a range of queries from the
participating members and students from GIPT. Audience
questions ranged from defects arising out of dust particles on
the paper stock to offsetting, picking, bending and curling
to blanket damage due to paper dust produced through the
process of print production. Both the speakers navigated
the session through these queries, which indeed made the
session an interactive opportunity for the audience to learn and
understand the topic of discussion – the paper and paperboard.
Store the paperboard stock and printed paperboard in the
moisture and temperature controlled area in the production
facility. It is necessary for the critical registration and foiling
processes.

24+06%8//(7,1
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Knowledge sharing for Growth
Mumbai Mudrak Sangh launched Knowledge Sharing Workshop, the latest initiative to educate print and packaging business owners

Importance of sharing and
collaborating
Print and packaging industry, global and
Indian in particular, faced turbulent and
tough business environment for the past
few years. Negative growth of leading
global economies, defaulting European
financial majors, weak manufacturing
and growing competition from new and
emerging markets like China and Singapore
brought the Indian print and packaging
industry under immense pressure. The
industry also faced challenges concerning
rapidly evolving technology with the advent Uday Dhote shared in-depth knowledge of cost analysis at MMS’ Training Centre.
of digital and nano and a host of value
Uday Dhote further elaborated on various parameters to consider
addition features in post-press operations
for arriving at correct costs. He suggested that one should
delivering far superior products to the end customer.
examine actual expenses and liabilities for the past few years
Indian economy has managed to consolidate its resources in
to study the pattern. This analysis will help one arrive at a more
the past few years; it is poised for growth. The positive forecast
accurate estimation of the minimum margin to a sustained
has opened up opportunities for business growth for many
positive balance sheet. “For a more accurate cost estimation we
industries from services to manufacturing. Such positive financial
must include direct and indirect expenses besides considering
atmosphere and business environment promise better prospects
the minimum margin as a percentage,” advised Mr Dhote.
for the print and packaging industry with steady and sustainable
A noteworthy feature of this workshop was the in-depth
growth in the short and long term.
knowledge of theory and sharing of many real-life examples
To be able to take advantage of the promising future, the print
through balance sheets, live calculations, and on-screen
and packaging industry professionals understand the need to
demonstration of software tools -- as simple as a spreadsheet to
collaborate and consolidate to achieve better profitability for
dedicated accounting applications. “With software applications,
individual businesses and industry as a whole.
it is easier to document and analyse our financial performance.
On July 8, Mumbai Mudrak Sangh launched its latest initiative,
It is, however, important that we learn, develop, implement and
Knowledge Sharing Workshop, to better support the print and
review tailor-made financial and accounting processes to the
packaging business owners and managers with cutting edge
better understanding of our business' financial performance,"
knowledge about many aspects of the industry, business and
cautioned Mr Dhote, while stressing on the significance of
technology.
control over direct and indirect expenses.

Cutting through the cost
The first of workshop the series was conducted by MMS-Pass
President and Editor of Print Bulletin Uday Dhote. The three-hour
workshop focused on cost analysis and its significance for a
financially sustainable and healthy business operations.
Starting with the basics, Mr Dhote explained the difference
between cost and expenses. "While expenses are direct, costs
are forecast, partially based on the expenses," he explained, "it is
important for us to understand the difference between the two
correctly to develop correct and scientific methods to estimate
the cost to ensure the better financial health of the business."
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Through the session, many participants, business owners and
members of MMS and BMPA, positively contributed to the
discussions through their queries and suggestions. Uday Dhote,
too, encouraged participation from the workshop audience
and interactivity, for better sharing and delivery of knowledge.
Well-drafted and meticulously presented take away reading
material given to each workshop participant was truly one of the
highlights of the seminar. Senior managers, and industry leaders
Bimal Mehta of Vakils, Jehangir Surti of Prodon, and immediate
past president of MMS Medha Virkar among others, participated
and contributed to the discussions in the workshop creating a
360-degree knowledge sharing experience led by speaker of the
day Uday Dhote.

a
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and decision-makers across the industry.

Fine-tuning Film lamination
The second of the Knowledge Sharing Workshop series was
delivered by Pradeep Masalkar, Technical Services Expert at
Cosmo Films. Conducted on August 11, the three-hour workshop
focused on improving the quality of prints with the application of
laminating film solutions.
"The current trend of consumer product packaging and
the finished print products of the digital graphics industry
demand high-quality output and unique look. In such a
market and production process, laminating films play an
important and vital role improving the product quality,
aesthetics and durability." Mr Masalkar added, "Laminating
films add value with better aesthetics, improved finish,
and considerable improvements in durability. For example,
holographic films overlay unique design patterns on the

method. He also shared the tips and techniques with the
audience for effectively using thermal lamination technology
with digital prints. The audience well received this workshop.
The workshop participants made the best of this opportunity
to clear their doubts and queries with Mr Masalkar and Cosmo
Films' team. The Cosmo Team advised the audience to obtain
batch number to keep track of genuine films, and even though
jumbo rolls are cut, one
must insist on parent batch
number. They said, “This
would ensure that printers
do not face the problems
of wrinkles, de-lamination
etc., from Chinese import
and seconds lot material
available in the market.”

Cosmo Film, promoted by Mr.
Ashok Jaipuria, is the largest
BOPP film exporter from
Pradeep Masalkar, Technical Services
India. The production units
Expert at Cosmo Films shared
knowledge about delivering better
are based in India, Korea and
prints with laminating film solutions.
the USA with an installed
capacity of 136,000 MT. An expansion plan to install a 10.4 m
Bruckner BOPP line of 64,000 tonnes per annum (TPA) installed
capacity by early 2017, taking the total installed capacity to
200,000 TPA. Cosmo is now the largest producer of thermal films
with the acquisition of GBC Commercial Print in June, 2009.
The Knowledge Sharing Workshops will be conducted every
month by MMS, so keep reading Print Bulletin for further
information.
graphic prints and the 32 microns lay-flat films help curb curling
of the media in humid conditions. Such value additions offer you
and your customer an edge over the competition in the market."
The present world BOPP films demand is around 7.6 million
tonnes per year and the global demand for BOPP is growing at
annual average 5.8% and at 12.3% in Asia Pacific.
Mr Masalkar discussed in detail the advantage and importance
of thermal lamination over the more traditional wet lamination

Scan the QR code to watch a one minute video about Cosmo Films’
holographic thermal lamination film.

What is BOPP?
When polypropylene film is extruded and stretched in both, the
machine direction and across machine direction, it is called biaxially
oriented polypropylene (BOPP). Biaxial orientation increases strength
and clarity. It is easy to coat, print and laminate to give the required
appearance and properties for use as a packaging material; the
process is called converting.
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MAKING CORRUGATED OUT-OF-THE-BOX
September is the month for suburban Mumbai to host IndiaCorr Expo – SinoCorrugated 2016 at BEC, Goregaon. Read on to
know all about it.
With growing Indian economy and expanding market to the
country’s Tier 2 and Tier 3 cities, demand for packaging is
increasing leaps and bounds. The industry has grown in the past
few decades, however, increasing input costs and stagnated unit
costs demanded by the customers has put immense pressure on
the industry at large. On one hand multinational and qualityconscious domestic companies are demanding better quality
packaging, while on the other hand a large portion of the
market is still using old and inefficient packaging materials such
as wooden boxes. These two extremes provide the packaging
industry in India immense opportunities to consolidate and grow
to new heights.
According to the Federation of Corrugated Box Manufacturers
of India, the apex body of corrugated packaging industry over
4,000 corrugated board and sheet plants are highly labourintensive, employing over half a million people – both directly
and indirectly. The industry is converting about two million
tonnes of Kraft paper into corrugated boxes. Factories are spread
out in all parts of India, even in the remote industrially backward
areas.
One industry, one trade show
IndiaCorr Expo – SinoCorrugated 2016 is an exhibition and
a conference on corrugated case manufacturers industry
scheduled for 8-10 September 2016 at Bombay Exhibition
Centre, Goregaon (E), Mumbai, India organised by ReedManch
and supported by BMPA, among others. The show is the Indian
version of the world’s leading trade show SinoCorrugated

as either good or excellent, and 65%of exhibitors rated their
experience as good or excellent.
IndiaCorr Expo – SinoCorrugated 2016 will feature over 350
representative brands, end-to-end solutions from Indian and
international companies. The exhibition will have over 120 live
machineries, equipments and product samples at display.
The two special zones – Digital Printing Zone and Paper Zone
– are created
within the
show to
highlight two
specialty and
allied sectors
in the industry.
Digital Printing
Zone is mainly
the Digital
Printing
solutions for
the corrugation and folding carton industry catering to Digital
Printer Manufacturer, Inks, Lamination, Software’s, Corrugated
Box Manufacturers, Converters, Packaging Consultants &
Designers, Printers. The Paper Zone is for manufacturers,
dealers and importers of paper, Kraft Paper, paper roll and
board to showcase the entire Indian paper industry. Products
and solutions on display will be beneficial for corrugatemanufacturers, printers and converters.
ICCMA conference, a platform to connect and share
IndiaCorr Expo – SinoCorrugated 2016 will run a concurrent
conference, supported by Indian Corrugated Case Manufacturers’
Association (ICCMA). Focused on ‘de-risking the operations in the
Indian corrugated box industry’ the ICCMA Congress 2016 will
feature panel discussions, sessions, question and answer rounds
and case studies. The ICCMA Conference will offer the platform
to participants to learn about industry best practices, latest
trends and meet potential recruiters.
Caption for conference related images: IndiaCorr Expo –
SinoCorrugated 2016 will run a concurrent conference, supported
by Indian Corrugated Case Manufacturers’ Association (ICCMA)

that takes place in China every year with an objective to cater
manufacturers, buyers and users of corrugated packaging and
allied technologies.
The 3-day IndiaCorr Expo 2015 witnessed over 4,600 visitors
from 25 countries, more than 150 Exhibitors, 375 representative
brands, and 300+ conference delegates and more than 130 high
profiles buyers. The survey conducted last year after the show
revealed that 78% of exhibitors said that the show delivered
visitors for their sector, 88% of exhibitors rated visitor quality
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Caption for expo related images: The 3-day IndiaCorr Expo 2015
witnessed over 4,600 visitors from 25 countries, more than 150
Exhibitors

Scan the QR code for visitor
registration form.

Scan the QR code for conference
registration form.
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More Power to Words and Pictures
Enter the future with inkjet-dyed materials that look good and produce energy from light.
Imagine immense possibilities of beautiful objects that are energy self-sustainable.
We all know solar cells. They provide a sustainable way to
harness the energy of light, however, they are somewhat
rigid when it comes to their visual-appeals and applications.
Researchers from Aalto University in Finland set to change it
forever by pushing the idea of printed solar cells even further
and see if their materials could be inkjet-printed as pictures and
text like traditional printing inks.
Janne Halme, university lecturer with department of applied
physics at Aalto University explains, “when light is absorbed in
an ordinary ink, it generates heat. A photovoltaic ink, however,
converts part of that energy to electricity. The darker the colour,
the more electricity is produced, The most efficient solar cell is,
therefore, pitch-black.”
Adding power to colours
“The inkjet-dyed solar cells were as efficient and durable as the
corresponding solar cells prepared in a traditional way. They
endured more than one thousand hours of continuous light
and heat stress without any signs of performance degradation,”
said Ghufran Hashmi, a postdoctoral researcher involved in
the project. The dye and electrolyte that turned out to be best

The main research team behind the inkjet-printed dye solar cell. From left to
right: Janne Halme, Ghufran Hashmi, Alpi Rimppi, Merve Özkan.

were obtained from the research group in the Swiss École
Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, where Dr. Hashmi worked
as a visiting researcher. Doctoral candidate Merve Özkan told
that the most challenging thing was to find suitable solvent for
the dye and the right jetting parameters that gave precise and
uniform print quality.
Visually beautiful and energy sustainable
The idea of a colourful, patterned solar cell is to
combine it with other properties such as visual
information and graphics that take advantage of
light on the same surface. For example, installed
on a sufficiently low-power electrical device,
this kind of solar cell could be part of its visual
design, and at the same time produce energy for
its needs. With inkjet printing, the photovoltaic
dye could be printed to a shape determined
by a selected image file, and the darkness and
transparency of the different parts of the image
could be adjusted accurately.

A semi-transparent dye-sensitized solar cell with inkjet-printed photovoltaic portraits of the Aalto
researchers (Ghufran Hashmi, Merve Özkan, Janne Halme) and a QR code that links to the original
research paper.
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The research results opens up new possibilities
for the development of decorative product- and
building-integrated solar cells. The results were
recently published in the most renowned journal
in energy research, the Energy & Environmental
Science.

HOW WILL WE CONSUME
CURRENCY?
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New research shows banknotes consumption to remain vital even as
cash cycles undergo profound change across the next decade.

The number of banknotes in circulation worldwide will grow
by an estimated 5% per annum (2016-2026) according to the
latest research from Smithers Pira. The effect of the increase of
banknotes in circulation is broadly reflected across all markets,
and the latest Smithers market technology report – Fit for
Circulation: The Future Lifecycles of Currency to 2026 – predicts
this will see 943 billion banknotes and 179 billion coins in use
worldwide by 2026.
Co-existence with technology-aided transaction modes
Smithers’ analysis tracks how this will occur against a backdrop
of rapid change in how issuing authorities, commercial banks,
cash-in-transit companies, and consumers handle cash. This is
being driven by a series of technical and policy developments
that will prompt significant evolution in national cash cycles, as
all participants collaborate to ensure their currencies remain fit
for circulation.
Among the most important trends analysed and contextualised
by Smithers Pira’s new publication are:
•

The challenge of electronic and increasingly smart device
payments

•

Rising automation in cash cycles – with more ATMs and
cash recyclers, and high-throughput cash centre processing
machines

•

The computerisation and standardisation of cash shipments

•

The wider deployment of a new generation of
anti-theft technologies

•

The implications of price rounding policies on
minted coin volumes and seigniorage

•

The integration of banknote and coins features
– including polymer substrate notes

next level of modernisation. The selected cash cycles – Brazil,
Germany, and Poland – illustrate such future trend and reflect
the different strategies of national central banks (NCBs) and the
competitive environment in the commercial sector in detail.”
Diverse, but a defining trend
Growth of non-cash payments across the 2016-2026 period
will vary between countries; with contactless cards, electronic
money, and digital wallets are key examples of potentially
disruptive future technology seeing wider use. Non-bank
players are also challenging the traditional banking landscape,
by offering new digitalised financial services mainly in
combination with mobile devices. Although virtual currencies,
like Bitcoin, will remain a niche payment method for the
foreseeable future.
The market technology report – Fit for Circulation: The Future
Lifecycles of Currency to 2026 – is based on extensive primary
research conducted with key decision makers and specialists
at central banks, technology supplies, and leading industry
consultants. This is supported by extensive secondary research
on the future of cash cycles in the form of official and private
databases, supplier websites and brochures, technical articles,
papers and conference proceedings. Key data on future
currency print volumes and cash cycle strategies are provided
to contextualise and illustrate the transformative trends in this
dynamic marketplace.

Fit for Circulation: The Future Lifecycles of Currency
to 2026 forecasts cash will continue to be the key
medium for payment and the storage of value. The
report offers in-depth analysis of evolution across
the next 10 years for the cash cycles of three
example countries – German, Poland, and Brazil.
Jens Ederhart, the author of the report said,
“Modernisation of the cash cycle and combined
cash infrastructure will lead to higher specialisation
and consolidation. This centralisation will lead to a
reduced number of highly automated cash centres,
which will have to be located in metropolitan hubs
that are able to handle higher cash throughputs.”
The author further added, “Partnerships between
key players along the cash supply chain can be
foreseen in countries developing towards the

Fit for Circulation: The Future Lifecycles of Currency to 2026
forecasts cash will continue to be the key medium for payment and
the storage of value. Photo: Huhu Uet
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he ‘Horny’ Indian. We all know that India is a country of 125
crore people. And you can’t have 125 crore people whoerupt
either from the ground or come down with thunder and rain.
So a few crore people have beenmaking the right kind of noises
under the sheets to come to this fantabulous number. And once
wehave achieved this number, what bugs me is that why do we
continue to keep on making the noises.Under or above the sheets.
One of the pet peeves that I have with my India is the amount
of noise that we people generate. Letus accept that we are a
huge,massive,humongous 125 crore people, and although Modiji
keeps onharping about the advantages of so many people in this
country, this huge number comes with a an equally big issue. The
amount of noise that so many people can create.
Imagine this. 125 crore people sitting on yoga mats simultaneously
and chanting &#39;Om&#39; together…. this hum would drown
out a million decibels of thunder all across the world. And if this
same group of 125 crore people decide to &#39;honk&#39; their
horns at the same time, God would practically fall off from the sky
and land Himself on one of the busy streets of kabutar khana in
Dadar.
One of my questions which begs an answer is why we need to
honk on the streets of our cities. Is it because we assume that
someone right ahead of me at a traffic light has gone to sleep
while the lights were red and I need to &#39;gently&#39; nudge
him awake by my multi-tone horn? Or is it because the moment
the light turns green, I expect the car in front to suddenly transform
into a Batmobile and streak ahead at Mach speed? Is it because I
consider it my birthright to always be in the front row at the signal
and anyone ahead of me is an idiot who doesn&#39;t understand
that he should give me the right of way as soon as I am ready to
take off? Or is it because, sounding the horn just makes me realise
that my car is working and I need to reassure myself at every traffic
light, every turn, every pedestrian crossing, every halt?
I personally think that a horn... and sounding it at every possible
chance has some psychological conclusion which demands a
detailed study (Where is Freud when you need him?) A horn acts
as an appendage with everything that is happening in our lives. If
I have just fought with my wife and I badly wanted to squeeze her
neck and ofcourse I didn&#39;t have the &#39;horns&#39; to
do so, I use the appendage attached in my car/bike to remove my
frustration on everyone else around me. If I have just been given
a raise by my boss, and I needed to throw a party with loud music
and festoons, and I couldn&#39;t do so in my office, I party on the
streets with everyone around me by making the loudest of noises
on the road. Old people, studying children, pregnant women,
sensitive kids, can all go to hell.
I have seen people honking on the roads for absolutely no rhyme
or reason. Just yesterday, I rebuked a kaali-peeli taxi driver when
he was incessantly honking in the middle of a busy street, with

about a 100 cars in front of him with no place to move. Not only
was he offended when I rebuked him, but gave me an amazing
reason for honking without any reason. According to him, he was
making a noise, so that the guy ahead of him understands that he
is in an urgency, and to move as soon as it was possible.
With this kind of ridiculous reasoning, is it any wonder that Mumbai
is amongst the noisiest of cities in this world. People honk on the
signal, they honk when they want to overtake, they honk when
they are overtaken, they honk when they are in a hurry, they honk
when they have absolutely nothing to do, they honk when they
want to impress the chick in their car, they honk when they want to
impress the chick in someone else’s car, they honk when they are
frustrated, and they honk when they are happy. Horniness is a good
quality when it happens at the right time at the right place. But
horniness in the middle of the street is porn, not horn.
Looking around for inspiration and a reason to catch the culprits, I
found the reason why we honk.
Most of the trucks in this city carry the words ‘Horn Ok Please’ on
their backsides. The obedient
Indian immediately seizes upon this permission and lets loose with
this cannons.
Whilst driving abroad, the number of times my hand goes on the
horn and has to be pulled back is alarming. And maybe we need to
find a solution to our cities for this menace. I have a few solutions
which I ask to be implemented.
Put a small mandatory device on the horn which gives out a small
shock whenever the person presses it. A few horns later, the user
will automatically realise that a few more shocks and he will lose
the ability to contribute to India’s population growth.
l Connect the horns via a mandatory headphone to the driver so
that everytime he honks, the same volume multiplied is delivered
straight into his ears. Give such asses permission to put in large
multi tone horns in their vehicles.
l Put LED banners behind every car so that the driver can press a
button which puts out the following message as soon as the person
behind him honks “Those who honk unnecessarily are asses. Are
you one?” Once people start reading this on a few cars in front of
them, they might hopefully learn to rein in their impulse to honk.
l And if nothing else works to bring our noise levels down in the
city, the last and final alternative. Remove the horns from each and
every car in this city and fit our old fashioned pump horns which
are used in our BEST buses. Not only will the effort curb down
honking, but the sheer pleasure of honking through this shapely
horns, will ensure the reduction of frustration and probably help
India reduce its population. You don’t expect a tired man after a
‘hard’ days drive come home and repeat the motion with his spouse,
do you?
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